**Product Brief**

**Darbee Visual Presence™**

**DVP-5100CIE (Custom Installer Edition)**

---

**Overview**

*Darbee Visual Presence™ technology establishes a fundamental breakthrough for image realism.* By embedding 2D and 3D pictures with depth information, Darbee technology does what no other imaging technology can do – helps your eyes see images the way your brain expects them to look.

*Images actually help you to see them better.* Enabled by parallel processing in a single chip, DVP represents the next generation of computational image processing. You will see increased depth and clarity, without halos or artifacts. *Your eyes will thank you!*
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**Features**

- **phaseHD** technology allows for greater reach over HDMI and better interoperability between source and display
- USB 1.0 for field upgrades
- One HDMI input and one HDMI output, located on rear
- IR extender and remote (included)
- Dimmable LEDs: *Video, Power, Processing*
- Deep color, 30-bit 4:4:4
- HDMI 1.4 compliant, works with 3D
- *HiDef, Gaming, Full Pop* viewing modes
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**Form**

- Easy to install – Installs between any HDMI source and display
- Easy to set up – Requires no calibration!
- Easy to use – Simple controls
- Rack Mountable – 19” x 1U high, Weight TBD
- HDMI 1.4 compliant for high fidelity
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**Applications – HDMI Enabled Products**

- **Blu-ray** images snap into better focus, Beyond Fidelity™
- **Video Games** become super-immersive
- **Digital TV** image quality is profoundly improved
- **Cable/Satellite** programming looks much better
- **Smart Phone and Tablet** video quality is upgraded
- **IPTV Video** is easier on the eyes, more natural
- **Projectors** look like more expensive models!
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